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To get started, please contact our sales team at 209.920.7847 or email
sales@conundrumsoftware.com.

Key Differentiators
Thank you for your interest in QuipIM Enterprise. Below are some of the key differentiators of QuipIM
that make it the most powerful Sametime experience on Android and iOS.

Legacy Compatibility
QuipIM is designed to operate on Sametime 7.5.1 and above without any additional server software or
configuration. Sametime administrators have a host of security enhancing configurations at their
disposal from full VPNs to reverse proxies to Sametime Proxy servers. We do not believe in a one-sizefits-all approach to security – each organization has individual requirements and concerns. QuipIM is
designed to work with as many of these connection types as possible while ensuring a quick and easy
setup.

Functionality
The pace of feature development at QuipIM is unrivalled. We are working on exciting developments
ranging from business social media integration to proximity awareness to enhance your mobile IM
experience.

Customization
Conundrum Software offers value-adding customizations that help maximize your investment in QuipIM
and the productivity of your mobile IM experience. We are more than willing to go beyond the
generally available configuration to tailor the QuipIM experience for your organization’s needs. The
scope of such customizations is wide reaching and is priced accordingly.
Examples of potential customizations
1. Branding the application with your organization’s color scheme or graphics
2. Preconfiguring the application to access your internal Sametime server (perhaps exclusively).
3. Accommodating a specific chat history retention policy.
4. Specialized behavior to enhance on-call availability.
5. Incorporating specific company news or blog entries into the client.

Pricing
Pricing concept
QuipIM's enterprise pricing is structured as a one-time license cost with an annual maintenance fee.
1. The QuipIM client license is purchased once for the duration of the product's lifecycle, to include
any feature enhancements and bug fixes.
2. The annual maintenance fee gains you access to one-on-one developer support and assistance
with respect to the QuipIM client in the transition to new versions of Sametime. If you choose
not to renew your maintenance agreement, you may still utilize the client, but will no longer be
delivered updates or receive support.

3. A QuipIM client license may be transferred between devices, even if the device owners are not
the same, so long as the total number of active users remains below or at the number of seats
purchased. An "active user" is defined as a user who has QuipIM installed on his/her mobile
device for the purpose of communicating with your organization's Sametime server but
excluding those users who may have purchased individual licenses on the Android or iOS
markets.
4. If you decide to increase your total number of licenses after making an initial purchase, your
entire initial purchase price will be credited towards your subsequent purchase.
5. QuipIM licenses are transferrable across platforms. We do not require you to declare in
advance how many Android and iOS devices you intend to license, just the total number of
devices. You are allowed to freely change the proportion of purchased licenses that you allocate
to each platform.

QuipIM Enterprise Pricing
Total users
Less than 500
500-1,000
1,000-5,000
5,000+
1

Per seat flexible
licensing

Maintenance and
support (annual)

Apple Enterprise
Developer
Program1
(annual)

$4.99
$4.49
$3.99
Contact us for
special pricing

$250 + 20% of
your original seat
license

$299
(paid to Apple if
you wish to use
QuipIM for iOS)

Does not apply if you have an existing Apple Enterprise Developer Program agreement
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Apple Enterprise Developer Program
This is Apple’s annual fee to allow you to distribute enterprise iOS apps inside your organization. If you
are already registered with the Apple Enterprise Developer Program (EDP), you may use your existing
provisioning certificate, and you do not need to register again or pay this fee a second time.
QuipIM builds generated with a provisioning certificate from the EDP may be installed on any device you
choose that meets the terms and conditions of your agreement with Apple (must be an employee’s
device or a customer’s devices in certain circumstances as defined in the terms of your EDP agreement).
Generally these builds are made available through a secure website.

Licensing process
On the iOS platform, there are only two means with which to deploy apps to your devices: the Apple
App Store, and the Apple Enterprise Developer Program (EDP). The App Store is not designed for
package licensing of apps. The EDP was established to allow enterprises to deploy apps to their own
employees. Under the terms of this program, there is no restriction on the number of employees you
may distribute apps to.
For the sake of the distribution of QuipIM to the iOS platform, Conundrum Software, LLC will serve as an
independent software contractor providing feature enhancements and bug fixes to the QuipIM product
for each year that you maintain your relationship with the EDP and Conundrum Software.
Since the EDP does involve a third party (Apple) in the sale of an enterprise license, Conundrum
Software does not charge for licenses until your organization has been accepted into the program. If
your organization requires both iOS and Android licenses, you may choose to postpone the deployment

of QuipIM Enterprise for Android until you have been guaranteed acceptance into the EDP.
Alternatively, you may choose to commit to the Android product and deploy immediately.

QuipIM Enterprise iOS Licensing Process
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Figure 1 - iOS licensing process
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Licensing process
The licensing process for Android is simple. We will deliver the build artifact to you for distribution.
Android does not have a restrictive distribution model, so any app file downloaded on an Android can be
installed directly.
The QuipIM Android client can be easily evaluated by downloading either the Free or Standard edition
from the Android Market.

Figure 2 - QuipIM Free download

Governance
Release management
We release updates to the public markets on a tight schedule. Most of these updates contain both bug
fixes and feature enhancements, not all of which are necessary. It may make sense for your
organization to slow down the release schedule somewhat by introducing updates to your organization
only after a period of evaluation by a select set of individuals.
We provide a great deal of flexibility with regards to release management. Whether the update artifacts
are distributed to your employees through our own secure web interface or in a centralized fashion by
your administrator internally will be determined on a case-by-case basis.

Software vulnerability scans
We are proud of our security model and guarantee that it meets the same over-the-wire encryption
standard as the desktop Sametime Connect client. Our storage of account sensitive data on mobile
devices follows the industry’s best practice and uses the Android Account Manager and iOS Keychain,
the most secure storage for such information afforded to mobile developers.
However, we recognize that independent verification of these claims is important to many
organizations. To this end, we are willing to accommodate a software vulnerability scan provided that
we have an established non-disclosure agreement that also binds the independent auditor to protect
our intellectual property.

Optional Add-On: Android and iOS Enterprise Server (AIES)
Introduction
The two factors of the security of a mobile IM client are over-the-wire encryption and the storage of
account sensitive information. QuipIM’s minimum security standard for over-the-wire communications
involves 128-bit RC2 encryption.
Account sensitive information stored on your Android or iOS device is stored in the Account Manager or
Keychain, respectively. Both of these mechanisms allow access only to the QuipIM device and are
encrypted and managed by the OS.
An even greater level of security for your account sensitive information is offered by our AIES product
which provides your Sametime administrators with a server component that allows for binding a phone
itself to an account so that no account sensitive data needs to be stored on the device at all. If a phone
is lost or stolen, Sametime administrators can quickly act to block the device’s access to the Sametime
infrastructure.
An AIES software licenses entitles you to perpetual use and includes 12 months maintenance of updates
and support. After the 12 month period has expired, you may continue using the software without a
renewed maintenance agreement at no additional charge.

AIES licensing terms
An AIES commercial license entitles you to:


Deploy as many instances of AIES in a production environment as required to fulfill your
enterprise's needs.



Perpetual AIES use



Software maintenance for 12 months - including all updates and feature enhancements.



Full source code (under a developer source license which allows for broad customization and
extension). Organizations wishing to take advantage of this entitlement must sign a nondisclosure agreement with Conundrum Software, LLC.

AIES Pricing
Total users

Initial install + 12 months
maintenance

Less than 500

$1,200

500-1000

$2,200

100-5000

$4,000

5000+

Contact us for special
pricing

Yearly maintenance
entitlement after the
first year

20% of your initial
purchase price

